
Egg Heaven

The windows of Egg Heaven—painted with dancing eggs—

were already steamed up by eight in the morning when Vince 

limped to his regular place: the booth by the kitchen. He placed 

his wooden cane next to him, a barrier against idle conversation 

that had worked well every day since he’d returned from Nam, ten 

years ago.

 At the counter, Clara fluttered her fingers at Vince and 

slipped slices of bread into the tin toaster carousel. Minutes later 

she swabbed the pieces that slid out onto the tray with a brush 

dipped in oil. For Vince, she salted the lightly toasted bread.

 Vince spotted Angel, the cook, through the kitchen doorway. 

The men waved to each other.

 “The usual?” Angel winked at Vince.

 It didn’t seem possible to Vince that he was capable of eating 

the same thing every day, but Angel’s Special—sunny-side-up eggs 

on greasy hash browns with a dash of Tabasco—was exactly what 

Vince craved every morning. That, and the routine of toast, Clara, 

coffee, his work.

 Placing his weight onto his cane, Vince rose and poured 

himself a cup of coffee, the privilege of being a regular, an animate 

object in the still life of Egg Heaven. The chipped off-white cups 

were so tiny Vince finished his first in three gulps, then refilled it. 
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He eased himself back into the booth. Angel brought the steaming 

plate of potatoes and eggs to him.

 “Good morning, my friend.” Angel gestured toward Vince’s 

sketchbook. “Same thing today?”

 Vince nodded. 

 Angel rubbed his graying beard thoughtfully. “Good luck.” 

He flung a white towel over his shoulder and went back to the 

kitchen.

 Clara brought his toast. “Will you show me something 

today?”

 He wanted to. Wanted to open up his sketchbook and say, 

look, here, Clara, what do you see? And he wanted to know why 

she had asked him to walk home with her the day before. She’d 

filled the last coffeepot with salt and ice, shaken it hard, then set 

it down and looked at Vince’s cane. “Walk me home?” That’s all 

she’d said.

 Vince had trailed behind Clara as she walked to her 

apartment. He was saddened by the smallness of the buildings, a 

set of raggedy one-story apartments built for single people. Single 

like Clara, Vince prayed, Clara with the straight lemon-colored 

hair hanging heavily down the back of her bluejean jumper. He 

had walked her home after her shift at Egg Heaven, not knowing 

why or how it had happened. He leaned on his cane, waiting 

for Clara to turn and say goodbye. A bush tangled around a low 

wrought-iron gate, and Vince traced the shape of a thorn, waiting.

 But she was fumbling with the door, so Vince stepped up to 

help. Clara pulled a yellow sheet of paper from the screen door. It 

was smudged with blue ink. Grimy tape held a check to the paper. 
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 “This check is bad. You are evicted. Be out in two days.”

 Clara stuffed the notice into her pocket. Vince felt the hot 

blush rise in her cheeks before he saw it, wanted to say something 

appropriate, but what would that be? He had no idea. He’d lost 

track of such things. Besides, Clara quickly shoved the key into the 

lock, said, “Bye,” and disappeared into the dark.

f

“Can I see?”

 Vince shrugged and looked at his hands. “They’re not 

ready.” The bell over the door rang as new customers came in, and 

Clara went back to her work.

 Vince scooped the food into his mouth in rushed forkfuls, 

wanting to get back to work, then pushed his plate away. He 

opened a tissue paper packet of charcoal and the sketchbook and 

began to draw Clara’s face.

 He knew so little about her. She’d come to Egg Heaven 

a couple of years before. At first, Vince had hardly noticed her, 

quiet as she was. His mornings often seemed so loud, especially 

after sleepless nights filled with memories, that the gray-eyed 

waitress with long blonde hair was like a passing illusion, a flutter 

of warmth hovering above his cold, aching body. But time passed, 

and gradually Clara came into focus. She was about his age, maybe 

thirty. Quiet and tired, she seemed. And always distracted. Vince 

had caught her many times suddenly frozen in place, concern 

clouding her eyes. Or oddly bent, methodically rubbing her 

smooth ankle. He had begun to draw her then.
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 This morning, he drew Clara as she listened to a customer 

complain, wiping her red hands round and round a damp cloth. 

She had dark creases under her eyes. He thought about the eviction 

notice, his glimpse of the dark interior before she closed her door. 

He thought he could make out twin beds, a squat refrigerator, a 

small TV. And a large dark piece of furniture, maybe a piano. It 

seemed to fill the small room.

 Later, when she came over to his table with her own cup of 

coffee, he closed his sketchbook. Clara sat in the booth with him 

and began to add up the customers’ bills. When Vince asked about 

the apartment, Clara rested her chin in her hands. In his mind, 

Vince traced the line of her long fingers down one side of her face, 

then the other.

 “I have to be out by tomorrow.”

 She said “I,” not “we,” and Vince felt himself flush. It 

wasn’t that he couldn’t just ask, Clara, are you alone, too? But 

somehow—even though he never saw her with anyone else—he 

felt the answer would be no, she’s not alone, and then what would 

he do? He would be left to imagine Clara with a circle of warm 

bodies moving in orbit around her, Clara like a winter sun, so far 

away.

 “I have to figure something out.” She gathered up the bills 

and went back to the counter.

 He quickly turned back to his drawing. The image of the 

reddish knuckles and delicate crosshatch patterns across Clara’s 

hands quickened his heart, and he chose a stick of burnt sienna 

charcoal.


